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The opportunity

Drug offenses have traditionally been the leading type of crime for 
which people are sent to Ohio prisons, with > 15% of the prison 
population incarcerated for a drug offense as of Jan 2020 even as 
OH’s state prison population has increased by over 400% since 1971. 
As of 2020, 28% of prison commitments were for drug offenses, with 
59% of those for drug possession, nearly two-thirds of them charged 
with fourth- and fifth-degree felonies. More than 15K incarcerated 
individuals of Ohio’s 45K total prison population are serving time for 
low-level, nonviolent offenses.

5-year impact in Ohio

By reclassifying 4th and 5th degree drug possession charges from 
felonies to misdemeanors, Ohio could avoid $73M in costs over the 
next 5 years. This would also help impacted individuals regain 2,697 
life years.
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Notes:


Annual cost to incarcerate: $29,448.20, residential diversion program 
cost: $5,763.00, non-residential diversion program cost: $1,623.00 
(Ohio DRC). Policy assumes 75% of F-5 and 50% of F-4 offenses are 
eligible and that 50% of the eligible population are sentenced to 
residential programs and 50% are sentenced to non-residential 
programs, with a 66% program success rate. Inflation rate of 3% YoY 
for incarceration and program cost. See model and notes for details.
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Reclassifying lower degree drug possession charges as 
misdemeanors would reduce the lifelong consequences and collateral 
sanctions for those struggling to reenter society  by removing prison 
sentences for smaller amounts of controlled substances.

Impact in other states

Several other states including Colorado, Utah, Oklahoma, Tennessee, 
West Virginia, Alaska, Delaware, Iowa, Connecticut, and California 
have classified drug possession as a misdemeanor. Some states 
classify simple drug possession as a misdemeanor for all offenses 
while some categorize it as a felony for subsequent offenses (2nd or 
3rd conviction).



Texas 


In 2007, it was estimated that Texas’ prison population would 
increase by 17,000 over the next five years at a cost of at least $2B in 
prison construction, alone. Instead, Texas invested $241M to increase 
capacity of treatment, diversion, and supervision services. Instead of 
opening new facilities, Texas has closed ten adult facilities in this time 
period, while crime continues to be at its lowest levels in decades.

16.3% of 2020 OH prison commitments are for drug possession 
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